
Gases

Graham’s Law of Effusion



Diffusion is the process of slowly mixing two 

gases together. 

Effusion is the process that occurs when a gas 

is permitted to escape its container through a 

small opening.



Graham’s Law of Effusion

 Gases move from high to low 

concentrations. When at the same 

conditions of temperature, lighter 

gases effuse faster.

 Which effuses the fastest from a 

container at 273 K, He or Ne? 

Thomas Graham

(1805 - 1869)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Graham_%28chemist%29


Graham’s Law Formula
 Graham’s law states that a gas will effuse at a 

rate inversely proportional to the square root of 

it’s molecular mass:

Molecular mass (molar mass): the mass in grams of 

1 mole of a substance.

Determine the molecular mass of each of the 

following:
a. CO2 c. H2O

b. NaCl d. CaCO3



Example 1: What is the ratio of the rate of effusion of 

Helium and Neon? 

Helium will effuse at a rate 2.2 times that of Neon. The 

rate of the gas in the numerator is always the one 

represented by the answer.



Example 1: What is the ratio of the rate of effusion of 

Helium and Neon? 

*Make the first gas mentioned, gas 1.*

Find the molar masses then use the rate law.

Gas 1= He Gas 2= Ne

MM He= 4.0 g/mol MM Ne= 20.2 g/mol

Rate 1= √molecular mass 2

Rate 2   √molecular mass 1

Rate He = √20.2 g/mol = 4.49 = 2.2

Rate Ne    √4.0 g/mol 2.0

Helium will effuse at a rate 2.2 times that of Neon. The 

rate of the gas in the numerator is always the one 

represented by the answer.



Example 2: On average, carbon dioxide travels at 410 m/s 

at 25 °C. Find the average rate of chlorine at 25°C?



Example 2: On average, carbon dioxide travels at 410 m/s 

at 25 °C. Find the average rate of chlorine at 25°C?

Rate 1= √molecular mass  2

Rate 2    √molecular mass 1

410 m/s = √ 71.0

Rate Cl2 √ 44.0

Rate Cl2 = 410 m/s (√ 44.0)= 320 m/s

√ 71.0

MM CO2= C: 12.0 + (16.0 x 2) MM Cl2= 35.5 x 2 

MM CO2 = 12.0 + 32.0 = 44.0 g/mol   MM Cl2 = 71.0 g/mol

Gas 1= CO2 ; Rate CO2= 410 m/s Gas 2= Cl2 ; Rate Cl2= ? m/s



Example 3: Find the molar mass of a gas that diffuses about 

4.45 times faster than argon gas.



Example 3: Find the molar mass of a gas that diffuses about 

4.45 times faster than argon gas.

Rate 1=  √molecular mass  2

Rate 2    √molecular mass 1

4.45 =   √ 39.9 g/mol  

1            √ MM Gas 1

MM Gas 1 = ( 1 (√ 39.9 g/mol) ) 2 = 2.01 g/mol  

4.45

MM Gas 1: ? g/mol MM: Ar= 39.9 g/mol

Gas 1; Rate 1= 4.45 Gas 2; Rate 2= 1



Example 4: At a certain temperature fluorine gas travels

at 585 m/s and a noble gas travels at 394 m/s. What is the 

noble gas (Group 18 elements)?



Example 4: At a certain temperature fluorine gas travels

at 585 m/s and a noble gas travels at 394 m/s. What is the 

noble gas (Group 18 elements)?

Rate 1= √molecular mass  2

Rate 2    √molecular mass 1

582 m/s =   √ MM noble gas  

394 m/s        √ 38.0 g/mol

MM noble gas= ( 585 m/s (√ 38.0 g/mol) ) 2 = 82.9 g/mol  

394 m/s Krypton

MM: F2= 19.0 x 2 ; MM: Noble gas= ? g/mol

F2 = 38.0 g/mol

Gas 1 = F2 ; Rate F2= 582 m/s Gas 2= noble gas; Rate 2= 394 m/s



Example 5: A molecule of oxygen gas has an average speed of 
12.3 m/s at a given temp and pressure. What is the average 
speed of hydrogen molecules at the same conditions?



Example 5: A molecule of oxygen gas has an average speed of 
12.3 m/s at a given temp and pressure.  What is the average 
speed of hydrogen molecules at the same conditions?

Rate 1= √molecular mass  2

Rate 2    √molecular mass 1

12.3 m/s =   √ 2.0 g/mol  

Rate H2 √ 32.0 g/mol

Rate H2
= 12.3 m/s (√ 32.0 g/mol) = 49.2 m/s  

√2.0 g/mol

MM O2= 16.0 x 2 ; MM H2 = 1.0 x 2 g/mol

MM O2 = 32.0 g/mol MM H2 = 2.0 g/mol

Gas 1= O2 ; Rate O2= 12.3 m/s Gas 2= H2 ; Rate H2 = ?


